LETTERS. April 10 1986.

LETTERS = of course = is our Life-Blood. It is a personal Touch. Often a Letter will give us COURAGE to go on = many who have not ever before tried to live ALONE = feel the need of Companion ship = People need People = like SHEEP gone astray = and will never find Home without Guidance and the Assurance that all is Well = in spite of appearances. "We must learn to stand ALONE = the SOONER we learn this = the Better." EN 105,120. GC 142,395. CWE 42. SG 2: 266. OHC 328. R&B Dec. 18, 1888. PUR 203. TM 490.

IN GOD’S PLAN

There are SHEEP = GOATS = WATCH DOGS = DUMB DOGS that will not BARK = all have to face the WOLF=PACK. The GOAT is reasonably Safe = the Wolf will go past the Goat - to get at the Sheep. This is where the WATCH DOG comes in = ONE GOOD DOG will keep any numbers of WOLVES = at Bay.

WOLVES

If you know anything about WOLVES = they are more ORGANIZED than you think. They will Station themselves in the Thickets and have ONE WOLF (FEMALE) venture forth to Play with the WATCH-DOG. How many a MAN = who MIGHT have been a "MAN" = fell for the coquettish WILES of a Woman.

THE STRONGEST MEN. You see them in EZEKIEL 8 = the ABOMINATION Chapter. START READING ABOUT EZEKIEL 5 = till you come to EZEKIEL 8 = to come to our Day = the SEALING= INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT CHAPTER = that FIGHUR and his 30 "SCHOLARS" for 30 "YEARS" could not find = then read PAST EZEKIEL 9 and learn a great deal more of that ANGEL clothed in LINEN...and you THOUGHT you were THROUGH with the 5 and 20 ADVENTIST MINISTERS of EZEKIEL 9:5-10 = SLAVING THE ADVENTISTS who did not Pass the "INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT" of EZEKIEL 8:16-18. FIND them being SLAUGHTERED in EZEKIEL 9:6-10 = together with ALL who LISTEN to them down to the Little Children. T5:211-2.

"AND SLEW IN THE CITY!"

Ezekiel 9:7. T5:211 = doesn’t seem like that "HOLY CITY" is such a Hot place to be "IN"=in their MIDNIGHT HOUR.

No more than JERUSALEM of Old. But keep on searching for the FATE of those whose "FACES" are to the "EAST"=EZEKIEL 11:1-11 = you did like the HEATHEN = you will be Treated like the HEATHEN. But = He will not quite make a FULL END = there will be a "REMNANT"=EZEKIEL 11:13. But keep in Mind always that you live among a "REBELLIOUS PEOPLE" EZEKIEL 12:2 = so be READY to MOVE = be ever ready to "GET=OUT=OF THERE!" When their ABOMINATIONS reach the Point of NO-RETURN! EZEKIEL 12:3 to 27.

NOW TURN AGAIN = and give these "PROPHETS" that have led you astray = give them a "WHAT-FOR" in EZEKIEL 13: 8 = & the way to 23. NEED-OF-CARE=MORE = 222. Now you have
2 all the way to 23. NEED=WE=SAV=MORE = ??? Now you have the Idea how to Understand the EZEKIEL 8 ABOMINATIONS = the EZEKIEL 9 INVESTIGATIVE JUDGMENT = and then go on to the REST of the Book of Ezekiel = and UNDERSTAND MORE than RABBIS = PRIESTS = MINISTERS = all put together!

"God can Teach you MORE in ONE MOMENT by His Holy Spirit than you can learn from the "Great men" of the Earth."

TM 119.

WHAT WE LEARN

with NO MINISTER AROUND = they "SCREEN" things for us = they have an UNETHICAL ETHIC = (Mafia TYPE)=that it is not good for our best interests to read the Bible just as it was given = but it is too BLUNT = too REVEALING = and they think it must come through "THEM" so they can METER it out to us = and thus save us from EMBARRASSMENT.

WHY JUST THINK

If we go to EZEKIEL 16 = we might find the Lord starts... to tell us about that "CHURCH" and it's "LEADERS"="Son of man, cause JERUSALEM to know her ABOMINATIONS..." Eze.16: 2. Now come now! What kind of Talk is THAT! If we dare read the rest of that Chapter 16:...we will come to: "(THOU)...playest the HARLOT...and pourest out thy FORNICATIONS on every one that passed by... (Meaning SPIRITUAL FORNICATION by Honoring the Great Men of Earth = KINGS= PRESIDENTS=PRIME MINISTERS=JUDGES=LAWS=RICHER MEN=SEEKING THEIR FAVORS = just like a DISSOLUTE=ABANDONED WOMAN) "...in all thy...FORNICATIONS with the EGYPTIANS=ASSYRIANS=

...[And when they have had enough of YOU!]...they shall BURN thine Houses (CHURCHES) with FIRE!!!" -----------

Now no decent Preacher would EVER tell you that - WOULD THEY = ??? That is NO WAY to win Souls = is it? Let's go on to EZEKIEL 17...any Better? Try 18...19...20... 21...22...here the Princes of Israel shed "BLOOD!!!"... they have become "DROSS!!"...they are like a RAVENING LION (25)...RAVENING WOLVES(27)..."And I sought for a "MAN" among them...but I found "NONE!" Ezekiel 22:30.

(NO "MAN" OF GOD would PREACH for THAT OUTFIT! The "MEN" had long since FLED...they would rather go "FISHING" than to Preach in their"SYNAGOGUES"...by the "TIME" EZEKIEL is talking of here - there is no "MAN" left "AMONG THEM."---

TO EMPHASIZE THAT = EZEKIEL goes to the "OLDER SISTER"= AHOLAH(Romanism) and the "YOUNGER SISTER"= AHOLIBAH(Protestantism)= and the YOUNGER is even WORSE than the OLDER! EZEKIEL 23 and again = before this is over = their "LOVERS" will End up "STONING" them with "STONES"=even the LADOCIBIAN HARLOT of T8:250 in the "VOICE OF GOD=ARMAGEDDON= JUBILEE"=HOUR. EW 35,286,282. GC 656. Eze.28:6-9. DID ANY MINISTER TELL YOU THIS IS PART OF THE TRUMPETS? 33:1-8.
MEN and ANIMALS
will Die for Sex. It is the STRONGEST of all INSTINCTS. In the "RUTTING" SEASON = they will forgo FOOD = and all "BROTHERLY LOVE" will be Lost = as they try to Kill each other over that coquetish Female = who Glories in her Charms and Importance. MANY A DOG

Playing "Harmlessly" with a Female Wolf = is led on = Deeper and Deeper into the Thickets = until the Pack jumps him from all Sides... he seldom Escapes. IF HE DOES = bearing the SCARS for LIFE = he will be ONE WISER DOG = he will be ready to Understand what it means to: "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" He will not be too Quick to Fall for the: "REVELATION SEMINARS" now held EVERYWHERE = not only by the HUNDREDS all across the AMERICAS = but around the World.

THE WOLF PACK

will ENTICE= all the Prophets of God down to REVELATIONS = call it "SEDUCE" = "ALLURE"="TEPMT"= by SATAN playing his Last Card = IMAGINING they are having some "WONDERFUL "BIBLE Classes = but if they looked at it CLOSELY = it is the SAME ALLURE that these SAME PREACHERS USED BEFORE! WOE to the SILLY DOG that fails to see the DANGER!

THE WATCH-DOGS SALVATION

is not to go there to be ENTERTAINED in "HARMLESS" ASSOCIATION = but be ALERT to their TRICKING you into the OLD TRADITION. The Lord is Coming to take care of this WOLFPACK (if you only knew the DEFINITION of a "WOLF!" You will surely NOT find it in the middle of the WOLF-PACK!)

IN THE PACK

the DANGER of the PACK - you will find what the Prophets... call: "DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK." T5:211. This is the "DUMB"=very "DUMB" DOG = that sees NO DANGER = thinks they are "WINNING SOULS"=just because of the NUMBERS they are gathering together. But they forget one thing = "FOOTNOTES" to the "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS"=in the SHAKING=SEPARATION" TIME = when the LAODICEANS by MIGHT and MAIN are now doing all they can to: "GATHER...yea, GATHER TOGETHER, O (denomi)NATION=NOT=DESIRED, (WHAT TIME IS THIS?) BEFORE the Decree bring forth, BEFORE...the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon you = (REPEATED TWICE!)....(and what must ye do to ESCAPE the WRATH of God? Of course = "COME OUT from among them and be ye SEPARATE!" = but it is so nice to FELLOWSHIP!) ZEPHANIAH 2:1-3. T1:180. (FOOTNOTES to the "SHAKING" CHAPTER = TRUST the "DUMB DOGS" like HUDSON = to even TWIST that one around! (A) "GATHER"= (B) SEE NO DANGER = SOUND NO WARNING. (C) "...the FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon you!" T1:180. (D) This is the Time for the MIKE CLUTES and the SANTEES to tell you there is NO "ANGER" of the LORD! NO DANGER! -3-
"FOR THE LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR = and "THEM" that are led of THEM = ARE DESTROYED!" Isa.9:16.
"THE MARK OF DELIVERANCE has been set upon those "that SIGH and that CRY for "ALL" the "ABOMINATIONS" that be done(GC 656)"IN=THE=CHURCH...Read the 9th. Chapter of EZEKIEL. BUT=THE=GENERAL=SLAUGHTER of "ALL" those who do not thus SEE...and BEGIN at My Sanctuary...The plain straight Testimony must live in the Church, or the CURSE of God will rest upon His people as SURELY as it did upon ancient Israel...MANY who would ACCUSE those who MIGHT act the part of JOSHUA in searching out the WRONG = of having a WICKED "FAULT-FINDING=SPIRIT"...Yet their CONSCIENCES do not CONDEMN "THEM"...their PROUD REBELLIOUS HEARTS...and He will NOT manifest "HIS POWER" in the midst of "THEM" while sins exist among them and are FOSTERED by those in RESPONSIBLE POSITIONS...

"WHEN A CRISIS FINALLY COMES, as it surely will, and God speaks in behalf of His "PEOPLE"=those who have sinned, those who have been a Cloud of DARKNESS...like ACHAN, becoming TERRIFIED, they may acknowledge that they have sinned. BUT=THEIR=CONFESSIONS=ARE=TOO=LATE and are not of the RIGHT KIND...(These "20-Year Preachers in AUSTRALIA 1985)...CONTROLLED by a spirit as foreign to the Spirit of God as was ACHAN'S = will be very PASSIVE when the TIME COMES for DECIDED ACTION on the part of all. "THEY" will NOT CLAIM = to be on EITHER SIDE. The Power of SATAN has so long(CONTROLLED) held them that they seem BLINDED and have NO INCLINATION to stand in defense of RIGHT...SHIRKERS can NEVER wear the Laurels of VICTORY. Those who are TRUE and LOYAL will not conceal the Fact, but will put HEART and MIGHT into the Work, and venture their ALL...let the Battle turn as it will." (READ ON!) T3:267-272.
given to ISAIAH = to EZEKIEL = and to JOHN we see how closely Heaven is connected with the EVENTS taking place upon the Earth..." T5:753. RH A5:542. T1:270. BC 4:1159.

ANN DeMICHAEL==

(1) IN ANSWER to the CHARGE made by CHARLOTTE HOLMES and more and more "20-Year Preachers"= that say STAY by the CHURCH = until you are: "PUT OUT!" THE DISCIPLES that fled OUT of JERUSALEM at the Words of Christ = did anyone "PUT THEM=OUT?" Or were they trying by Might and Main to keep EVERY=ONE=IN! as the ONLY=PLACE=OF=SAFETY! For they SURELY would be VICTORIOUS! Did not all the LEADERSHIP say so = ? YOUR=FATE=IS=CERTAIN=IF=YOU=GO=OUT! (Or was their Fate "CERTAIN" if they stayed "IN") NATIONAL SUICIDE! NOT ONE SINGLE "OFFSHOOT" LOST THEIR LIVES! AGAIN the Lord comes to: "ASSEMBLE the OUTCASTS of Israel...
"...from the 4 Corners of the Earth...the REMNANT of His people, which shall be LEFT..." Isa.11:11-2,16. (AND that is RIGHT AFTER they that "LEAD" thee cause thee to "ERR." And the "REMNANT" are NOT like "THEM!") Isa.10:20-25. 37:31. 56:8. 65:5. Jer.8:2. 11:23. Ps. 147:2. 

There is a Time to "FLEE!!" = NOT when you are PUT OUT = but at "SIGNS" that the Lord gave. How do you like to see them cut a SENTENCE IN HALF = just on that Question = and put the REST of that SENTENCE = 10 PAGES AWAY! What a DIABOLICAL "IMPROVEMENT!!"

CHECK IT OVER CAREFULLY = take BOTH BOOKS IN HAND = ORIGINAL 1884 GC 445. "The people of God will then...."

BE CAREFUL =

Make SURE it is the same! Because there is PART of another Sentence that may trip you up = so see if this points to: "IN THE LAST CONFLICT THE SABBATH...Secular RULERS and Religious LEADERS will UNITE to ENFORCE the ...SUNDAY...LAWS will be ENACTED. (By LAWYERS of LLU= GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608.) It will be URGED that the FEW...ought not to be TOLERATED, and a DECREES will FINALLY be issued...after a certain Time = to put them to DEATH. ROMANISM in the Old World, and APOSTATE PROTEST-ANTISM in the New...The "PEOPLE OF GOD" will then...

1884 GC 444-5. OK - YOU FOUND IT?

YOU HAVE IT MARKED? You are SURE it is RIGHT ON = ???
Now turn to your GC 616 and where is the MISSING PART of that SAME SENTENCE? Find it 10 pages away! GC 626.

NOW WHO WOULD DO A THING LIKE THAT = ??? A FRIEND or an ENEMY = ??? You just go ahead and call them any NAME you like - it will fit them like a Glove!

But of course - NOT if you are beyond FEELING = then you can be "VERY PASSIVE"= because your CONSCIENCE is not WORKING any more - but is "SEARED as with a HOT IRON!!"

MORE THAN THAT =

When we had "HEALTH RESEARCH" of MOKELUMNE HILL, CALIF. in 1964 - REPRINT the ORIGINAL..."THEY" hauled him thru the Courts and it cost him $30,000.00. He WON the CASE = so now we have LIBERTY to PRINT the ORIGINAL WRITINGS = but we SURE are NOT going to point to "THEM" and HONOR "THEM" as being the "REMNANT" = or the "PEOPLE OF GOD." These LAODICEAN "LEGALISTS"=holed up in WASHINGTON and LLU.

So if you do get "ORIGINAL" Books - take a sharp Razor Blade and slit that HELLISH PAGE - OUT! They put us "OUT!!" We put them "OUT!!" We go on to the Kingdom WITHOUT the LIKES of "THEM!!" And we will NEVER do as NICHOLS TRIED TO FORCE US TO DO = "APOLOGIZE!!" NEVER = !!! They can do = as Sr. WHITE said they would do = go to HELL!!" -5-
"TO HELL!"

"Of those who BOAST of their LIGHT, and yet fail to Walk in it, Christ says..."And thou, Capernaum [Seventh-day Adventists, who have had great Light], which art exalted unto Heaven [in point of privilege], shalt be brought DOWN=TO=HELL...?I will cast you OUT of My sight...The Lord has established among us INSTITUTIONS...they are to be managed, NOT as WORLDLY INSTITUTIONS are managed, but after GOD'S ORDER..."Hear now this, O FOOLISH PEOPLE, and without Understanding...Shall the Lord be compelled to say,"Pray NOT thou for this people...for I will not hear thee"?

"THEREFORE the SHOWERS have been withheld, and there hath been NO LATTER RAIN...crying, "PEACE, PEACE, when there is NO PEACE."...THE WORK OF OVERCOMING is to be the Study of every Soul who enters the Kingdom of God." RH A3: 69. August 1, 1893. DA 489.

When WHEELING goes WHEELING through the Country = using the "FEAR" of "SUNDAY LAWS"=to shake them loose of TITHE and OFFERINGS = and has LOW-PRICED "GREAT CONTROVERSIES" for Sale = when the JOHN NICOLICI GROUP wanted to obtain these same Books = they were met with: "3 LAWYERS"=and FORBIDDEN to have them!

(2) ANN DeMICHAEL ASKS = will these "LEGALISTS" explain to ANYONE what the BIBLE MEANS when He says: "So then because thou art LUKEWARM...I WILL spue thee OUT of My Mouth." Rev. 3:16.

DARE ANY "20-YEAR PREACHER"=READ THIS:
in ANY meeting = ANYWHERE! He has not for 20-YEARS! Will he do it NOW = ??? "THE FIGURE of spewing OUT of His Mouth MEANS that:

HE CANNOT offer up your Prayers...
HE CANNOT offer up your expressions of "LOVE" to God.
HE CANNOT endorse your Teaching of His Word...
HE CANNOT endorse your Spiritual work in ANYWISE.
HE CANNOT present your Religious exercises...
HE CANNOT with the request that "GRACE" be given YOU!"

SEE=THE=CONTEXT! Right after the SEALING = and those STILL in that JERUSALEM HOLY-CITY = will be SLAUGHTERED with the SLAUGHTERING of T5:211-2. [Why should we FEAR to tell you the TRUTH? These "DUMB DOGS" better FEAR = who REFUSE to tell you the TRUTH because they might not be quite so POPULAR nor rake in quite as much TITHE!] TM 280,285,326.
SM 1:358. MB 37. T1:153,331. BC 7:963. PK 431. -6-
THIS IS ONLY = 2 Sheets of Paper. Meant to go to "LETTERS" I was only going to print 100 or 200 = but I changed my Mind and will send it out with the next Paper also=3,000. Now I hope I have enough Room left to answer one AUSTRALIAN letter = and many other Letters = and many more who never wrote a Letter. THE QUESTION IS:

We have left the Church = and now we find ourselves grinding our Teeth together on the SABBATH = and no Place to go. Yes = the T8:250 HARLOT will WELCOME you = if you want to be "DEFILED" with "WOMEN" and NOT be SEALED. (1) It is not good for man to be alone = so you can find companionship with an "OUTCAST" Woman. Isa. 58:1,6-14. The CHURCH outside of the CHURCH = is BIGGER than the CHURCH = in the CHURCH. FIND=THE=OUTCASTS!
(2) Go to the PARK...to the BEACH...find PEOPLE...make your own TRACTS...on any Subject...hand them out. You can set up and XEROX 1,000 at surprisingly LOW PRICES. The Lord has arranged these XEROX PLACES in EVERY TOWN= VILLAGE=CITY. Set it up with a CARBON-RIBBON TYPEWRITER. Or you can use an ordinary TYPEWRITER and do it DOUBLE. Like this: "AS DAVID." = pull the BACK-UP KEY the second time Round:"AS DAVID."

FOR ONCE IN YOUR LIFE! STUDY PEOPLE. PEOPLE must mix with PEOPLE = that is NATURAL. You can make your own TRACTS and hand them out in the PARK = on the BEACH = outside OTHER CHURCHES. Or hand out "STEPS TO CHRIST"=House to House. HOLD MEETINGS. INVITE some one over for DINNER. There will be more Souls won at the Dinner Table than in that Great Cathedral. Where the PREACHER HAS TO BE A "MAN + WOMAN PLEASER" or he would NEVER be as POPULAR as he says he is...if he was SMITEN with an uncomman Attack of "HONESTY"=he would NOT be that "POPULAR." So don't try to IMITATE HIM! Or his PAL = BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM! NO=MAN=OF=GOD ever took a Course on PSYCHOLOGY...if he did = he will have a REAL BATTLE to:"ADVANCE STEP by STEP...But now TIME is almost FINISHED, and what we have been YEARS LEARNING, they will have to learn in a FEW MONTHS. They will also have much to UNLEARN...must have decisions NOW...!" EW 67,63.T6:133.

FORGET FROM=HOUTEFF=BRINSHEAD "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDES!" if you believe in "MULTITUDES" you will have to Preach to Win the "MULTITUDES!!!" "You must go with the FEW = for the MULTITUDE will choose the DOWNWARD PATH!" MB 138, 147,36. (197-8,210-2,59-60.) You cannot be on that UPWARD PATH = HIGH above the Earth = and yet be DOWN in the VALLEY far below="Where I heard the DANCE SONG and the WAR SONG!" LS 191. SG 4:63. T2:594. NO DECENT PERSON WOULD BE SEEN WITHIN A MILE of the Modern "DANCE." -7-
AS DAVID = there is a lot involved to be: "AS DAVID!" He ran after the President of the Conference = KING SAUL = he served him = he played for him = until SAUL in a MURDEROUS RAGE = tried to KILL him! FERRELL is our "DAVID." WILSON is our "SAUL."  

and UNDERSTAND what you are READING = T5:80-1. What do you see? 'ANTI-CHRIST'...MANY...RUIN...HE=WILL=TAKE=CHARGE...PURIFICATION...EVERY WIND...LAST SOLEMN WORK...(LEADERS)...HE CANNOT USE THEM!...SHAKING TIME..." T5:80... 

KEEP THIS ALL IN MIND = DON'T FORGET ONE BIT OF IT = as you go to the NEXT PAGE = those who go "STEP BY STEP" with "THEM"=will also take the "LAST STEP." "IN THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED FROM"=(Go to WEBSTER!) "FROM THE DROSS in the Church." (LEAVING WHAT?) EZE.22:...DROSS= WOLVES=23:...HARLOTS=ABOMINATIONS=WHOREDOMS=24:...SCUM= "...her great SCUM went not forth OUT of her: her SCUM shall be in the FIRE...till I have caused my FURY to rest upon her!" Ezekiel 24:12-14,21-22. 

NOW UNDERSTAND: T5:81. "When trees WITHOUT FRUIT are CUT DOWN(T7:199,200.T1:190.)...when MULTITUDES of FALSE "BRETHREN" are distinguished from the "TRUE"=then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view...THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL (Sat in the Back-Seat and let the ROOMS RAVE AWAY!)...will be AS DAVID = willing to DO and DARE!" T5:81. No = they will NOT be SILENT any longer! They have taken the LAST STRAW! In the "SHAKING TIME" they will SEE we are in the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" and they will "MEET IT!!" THEY WILL BUILD A CHARACTER = "By BEHOLDING we become CHANGED!" They will not SEE it = but they will Climb "PETERS LADDER"="STEPS TO CHRIST"=they will THROW OUT that..."TEARS=IN=HIS=VOICE="LOVE" CHAPTER = which is SPURIOUS: = it was NOT in the ORIGINAL. "LOVE" is NOT FIRST! "LOVE"= (CHARITY!) is at the TOP of the LADDER! "I AM SAVED!" = "Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE!" COL 154. "NO SANCTIFIED TONGUE will be found uttering these (PENTECOST) words till Christ shall come!" SM 1:324. ACCEPT THE TRUTH: and at ONCE we are at WAR...with the CHURCH and the WORLD come into the CHURCH via the PHARISEES. COL 150-155. T3:193. T1:331. DA 280,475,508,618. COL 117,158. Christ came to SMASH = PHARISEEISM = at the Risk of His LIFE. So do we. WHO GOES THRU = ???. "INSHOTS?" or the. "OUTCASTS?" GOLD or DROSS? SHEEP or WOLVES? WISE or FOOLISH? PHILADELPHIANS or LAODICEANS? NOT=ONE=LAODICEAN= WILL=BE=SACRED! "A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" "THE WISE!" JOIN that "PROCESSION" and the: "DOOR IS SHUT!" COL 406. NO. SUNDAY LAW IN SIGHT! and it is all over...